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About This Game
Space, VR! is a VR experience for the HTC Vive where you get to feel like you're actually in space.
Explore the Moon! 5d3b920ae0

Title: Space, VR!
Genre: Indie
Developer:
James Nye, Copeland Williams
Publisher:
Self
Release Date: 2 Mar, 2017

Minimum:
OS: Win 7 SP 1
Processor: i5-6600k
Memory: 12 GB RAM
Graphics:
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It's basic but there's potential here. There' s a real feeling of scale - it's like the Destinations scenes but on a larger scale. I found
the movement system a bit disconcerting at first - it's possible to just go zooming off into infinity or jump huge distances and
it's not the thing you'd demo to someone new to VR at the moment. Maybe the suggestion of a space suit/helmet and thruster
controls/backpack for a more comfortable movement system. Some improved modelling on the Lunar Module. I'm sure this is
stuff the devs are considering - if it were just a worlds simulator with differing gravity to suit environments i'd still be happy. If
you like space, want to imagine what it would be like to be on the surface of another planet or moon then give this a go. PS:
Can't exit the game and have to take off the HMD and shut down steamvr to exit.. Really great game! Love that the jumping
funktion and the big maps are in the game again!. Really great game! Love that the jumping funktion and the big maps are in
the game again!. It's basic but there's potential here. There' s a real feeling of scale - it's like the Destinations scenes but on a
larger scale. I found the movement system a bit disconcerting at first - it's possible to just go zooming off into infinity or jump
huge distances and it's not the thing you'd demo to someone new to VR at the moment. Maybe the suggestion of a space
suit/helmet and thruster controls/backpack for a more comfortable movement system. Some improved modelling on the Lunar
Module. I'm sure this is stuff the devs are considering - if it were just a worlds simulator with differing gravity to suit
environments i'd still be happy. If you like space, want to imagine what it would be like to be on the surface of another planet or
moon then give this a go. PS: Can't exit the game and have to take off the HMD and shut down steamvr to exit.
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